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HOW
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SUCCEED

WITH RESCO

Resco Mobile CRM helped Bayer CropScience solve two challenges at once. The
first and the major one—to complete the implementation within 4 months. The
result? Only two people working on the project got it done in
less than 100 days. The whole implementation experience
didn’t interfere at all with other on-going work on the
CRM project.
— RALF ZICKLER,
Marketing & Sales IT at Bayer CropScience

Bayer CropScience goes mobile
in less than 100 days
Challenge
The major struggle for Bayer CropScience
when it comes to field operations were the
bigger regions of its operations, such as UK,
Mexico and Latin America. Why? The users
on-the-go from these regions perform more
complex processes.
The company had to find an appropriate, responsive mobile solution that would easily integrate with most of the major CRM systems.
Plus, they were looking for a fully functional
mobile solution that would have the support
for multiple platforms, would be fast and responsive and the implementation would take
less than 4 months.

Solution
2 people worked on the implementation and
spent less than 100 days—80% of the time
was spent on integration and 20% on configuration of the Resco mobile solution. The implementation was successful and the mobile
solution was delivered on time.

Benefits
“Resco Mobile CRM helped Bayer CropScience solve two challenges at once. The first
and the major one – to complete the implementation within 4 months. The result?
Only two people working on the project
got it done in less than 100 days. The whole
implementation experience didn’t interfere
at all with other on-going work on the CRM
project.”
— RALF ZICKLER,
Marketing & Sales IT

JDE wanted to reduce their technicians’ paperwork and enable them to
update details about machines and customers immediately on-site.
Information needed to be fed straight back to the office.
— DANIEL HARDCASTLE,
General Manager Australia & New Zealand at Jacobs
Douwe Egberts

Jacobs Douwe Egberts complete more service
assignments with a mobile CRM app
Challenge

Benefits

JDE is a trusted partner supplying coffee machines and related services to a wide range of
enterprises, from restaurants to hospitals or
universities. The Australian and New Zealand
divisions use a CRM system to manage and
service thousands of coffee machines. Service
technicians who handle maintenance spend
most of their time on the road. They also
wanted to provide staff with information vital
to successfully completing these tasks.

•

Increased Productivity and Data Quality:
After the service technicians switched to
the Resco app, JDE noticed an increase in
their productivity and an improvement in
the company’s CRM data quality. With an
almost 45% increase in completed jobs
per technician, per day, it is a great leap
forward.

•

Fully configurable, constantly evol-ving:
Whatever device JDE service team switches into, it never causes any issues. After
the mobile project is configured, it can be
deployed across all devices and all mobile
platforms, be it Android, Windows or iOS,
without any extra effort or costs.

Solution
Resco Mobile CRM helps JDE‘s team of service
technicians throughout New Zealand and
Australia to easily respond to service requests
anywhere, anytime. These maintenance jobs
are scheduled through Dynamics CRM in the
back office. The technicians use the Resco app
on their smartphones.

For each of the multiple roles, Resco
enabled us to easily customize the
app’s interface. Including menus and
forms, but also functionality that
helps to increase the productivity of
our sales force.

— MARIAN NAVRATIL,
Head of Project and Process
Management at Scania CER

Scania brings detailed business & customer
insights for its sales teams on the road
Challenge
Scania is a world-leading provider of transportation solutions. And when the sales staff visit
customers at their properties, mobility is a key
demand. There are various roles within Scania’s sales team which are reflected in the CRM
– including truck salesmen, bus salesmen or
service salesmen. Each group has different
needs to access different information in the
field. Therefore, instead of a one-size-fits-all
solution, Scania was looking for a mobile tool
that could be easily customizable to fit various user roles.

Solution
Considering all key requirements, Scania CER
has decided to equip its sales staff with the
Resco Mobile CRM application. The ease-ofuse and ability to configure the mobile app for
different user groups were the key factors that
influenced their decision.

Benefits
•

Streamlining customer visit management
Sales reps at Scania can now schedule
the appointment before meeting with a
client. At the meeting, the Resco app lets
them create notes or record voice memos.
And once finished, they can create an opportunity directly on the spot.

•

Saving time with advanced mobile features
“Resco enables our sales reps to save time
and take notes even in situations when
their hands aren’t free to type. For example, they can dictate notes which will be
added to the appointment record even
while safely driving to/from a meeting.”
— MARIAN NAVRATIL,
Head of Project and Process Management at Scania CER

Supervisors used to pair trucks with trailers, assign drivers, and inspect the
maintenance history of the vehicles—all on a computer. It used to take them
probably hour and half to get this completed. Now they just do a few swipes
with their finger, hit save and they’re done in 10 seconds.
— JASON BENSKIN SR.,
Applications Developer at Blueknight Energy Partners

Blueknight makes it easy for its mechanics
& trucking supervisors
Challenge
The company employs mechanics working on
its transportation trucks in garages all over the
United States and trucking supervisors that
oversee the transportation of oil from point A
to point B. Both groups needed to transform
their work systems into a digital form.

Solution
Blueknight Energy Partners has implemented
multiple builds into the Resco Mobile CRM
application. One for mechanics working on
trucks, other for the trucking supervisors.
“All the information gets added into the CRM
system and now we’re getting up-to-theminute update on the work order system.
And that’s a big success.”
— JASON BENSKIN SR.,
Applications Developer at Blueknight
Energy Partners

Benefits
“Resco Mobile CRM is the only application
that I could find that I felt comfortable
building on my own. On a scale 1 to 10, I am
probably at 3 to 4 on ease.”
— JASON BENSKIN SR.,
Applications Developer at Blueknight
Energy Partners

We wanted to provide a flexible mobile solution that would
effectively bring the required functionality to our staff in the field.
And would work fully offline as well – which is obviously a critical
requirement for our service team.
— THOR TANKRED,
Senior CRM Consultant at MHI Vestas Offshore Wind

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind integrates mobility
for smoother production of renewable energy
Challenge

Benefits

MHI Vestas Offshore Wind and its parent companies are one of the global leaders in wind
power and offshore ventures. MHI Vestas’ mission is to develop offshore wind as an economically viable and sustainable energy resource for the future. Many of the company’s
2,200+ employees are technicians handling
the maintenance of turbines at offshore wind
turbine farms in Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, Belgium and United Kingdom.

•

Solution
MHI Vestas have already been using a desktop
CRM system when they started looking for a
suitable mobile solution to add even more
flexibility. The reason to choose Resco was
mainly that the app enables technicians to
work with company data even while on the
turbines out at sea – completely offline.

User feedback
“Shortly after the deployment, many of the
staff have heard about the Resco app from
colleagues who already received it. And
began actively asking about whether they
can use it as well. Luckily, rolling it out was
very simple and we’re able to easily provide
the solution to additional users whenever
needed.” - Thor summarized

•

Keeping up with latest developments.
With the frantic pace of the mobile market, MHI Vestas found they can fully rely
on Resco to stay on top of the newest developments and features. Be it a new iOS
or Android version, or entirely new technologies such as wearables and augmented reality.

Our users were excited about Resco from the beginning—they really liked the
flexibility in the planning that the mobile CRM app provides. Some synchronize
the app once at the beginning of the week and once at the end of it. Others do
it daily.
— GEERT MAURISSEN,
Senior Project Manager at CTG

Bridgestone finds the right mobile tool to
support change management
Challenge

Benefits

Bridgestone employs hundreds of field workers across Europe. Thus, mobility was one of
the key requirements when the company
looked for a CRM solution. One that would
help define and harmonize its sales process
across 6 regions and 20 countries. Based on
these requirements, CTG, Bridgestone’s CRM
implementation partner, proposed Resco
Mobile CRM. After the initial investigation,
Bridgestone concluded that Resco Mobile
CRM was a perfect fit.

OFFLINE CAPABILITY: Even in Europe, where

“One of the priority business requirements
was to use the future CRM application also
in offline mode.”
— Marcel Gottlieb,
Senior Manager at Bridgestone

Solution
Now, Bridgestone equips its tire dealers, area
sales managers and field engineers with Resco’s mobile CRM solution. Altogether, 700 of
the company’s field workers rely on mobile
access to their CRM system.

Internet connectivity is generally perceived as
very good, there are areas and countries like
Norway, Sweden or Ireland with poor 3G and
4G support. Bridgestone’s remote workers can
now work regardless of Internet connectivity.
HIGHER USER ADOPTION: Bridgestone users

claim that the app is easier to use than the
desktop CRM.
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